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Аннотация
You find yourself in a gloomy factory and have to solve a bunch

of secrets!
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Chapter 1: The First step

 

The distant noise of the big city was gradually replaced by a
piercing silence, as our hero plunged deeper into the forgotten
corners of the industrial zone. Between the old buildings that
had seen better days, a giant abandoned toy factory 'Fun Friends'
rose.

The wall of time built barriers of rusty metal panels and
cracked glass, but the purely external intimidating details could
not hide the enormous historical significance that was hidden
behind the cold walls of the building. At the entrance there was
a faded plaque with the year of foundation – 1931, a little lower
there was another, smaller one with the name of the founder –
Jackson Holven.



 
 
 

After passing through the reluctantly creaking gate, the hero
entered a world filled with shady corners and covered with the
dust of time. The spirit of the past that was in the air was so sharp
and all-consuming that it almost breathed forgotten memories
and children's laughter.

He was rapidly climbing the steep stairs, where each creaking
step brought him closer to discovering the terrifying reality he
was about to enter. The graffiti on the walls, left alone and insane,
raised doubts and puzzling questions.

"What should we prepare for? What is this abandoned
scarecrow hiding?" These questions did not stop spinning in
his head as he carefully stepped through the alarmingly quiet
corridors of the factory, in which time had apparently stopped
just for a moment before some terrible event. With each step,
the whole structure became more and more strange, until he had
gone so far that he would not be able to go back. The sound of
his footsteps echoed off the cold walls, filling the silence with
palpable anxiety.

One more step, one more turn, and here he is, in the very



 
 
 

center of the mysterious empire of 'Fun Friends'. After receiving
his first shock from what he saw, he realized that a step forward
could be a decisive moment in his journey into the world of
'Sleepy Failure'.

And so, the first step towards solving the mystery of 'Fun
Friends' was done. What awaits the hero next remains to be seen.



 
 
 

 
Chapter 2: Mysterious Experiments

 

The whistling of the wind rushing through the empty corridors
created a gloomy melody. The hero left the entrance behind and
began his immersion into the secrets of the 'Fun Friends' factory.
There were inclement sketches and old vintage photos on the
walls, which depicted an abundance of happy faces of children
and their robotic friends – creatures that were born from the mind
and hands of Jackson Holven.

But where are these once joyful creatures now? Everything
became clear when he opened the glazed doors to the central
area, the space where the experiments were conducted.

The first thing he noticed was Rosie, a pink dog towering
above everyone and more human than many people. An
impressive horse's back, striking armor and an intimidating
battle cry in the open mouth decorated the robot. Once she was
a welcome helper and friend of the children, but now Holven has
released anger into her, and she has become something bigger
and scarier, turned into something exciting.



 
 
 

And then there was Roger, the blue ram who was once a
teaching robot. The fear he inspired seemed out of this world,
neither from this time nor from this place.

"So, are these the 'friends' that everyone is talking about?
Revolving in a constant cycle between kindness and anger, loyalty
and betrayal, service and power. These things… These are truly
Holven's creations," the hero thought.

As he studied them, it became quite clear that these beastly
creatures had once been human… Jackson Holven didn't just
create them, he changed them. Distorted them. Experiments that
had once brought happiness now suppressed fear.

That's what hid the bowels of the old "Fun Friends" factory.
The hero has found strange creatures, aliens from the world of
nightmares. He stood in front of them, full of determination
and fear, knowing that the truth, despite everything, was being
revealed in this forgotten place. And it's time to reveal the rest
of the secrets that were waiting for him inside 'Sleepy Failure'.

 
 



 
 
 

 
Chapter 3: A Grim Discovery

 

The shadows stretched longer and longer, as if sensing the
proximity of something gloomy. The onset of darkness at the
Fun Friends factory increased the fear caused by the mysteries
of its walls and inhabitants. Every corridor, every room, every
door became part of a larger puzzle. But who created this puzzle?
And why?

The abandoned factory was full of unanswered questions. But
instead of retreating, the hero wholeheartedly sought to find out
the truth. Without any instructions or maps, the hero wandered
into the bowels of the factory, his every step included in the echo
of ghosts of the past. Where are the robots here? What happened
to them?

It's time to take a decisive step deeper into the gloomy
building. A move that could expose even more of the horrifying
truth about the factory and its terrifying inhabitants. The hero
stretched out his hand to open the door to the very depths of this
mysterious place.



 
 
 

The light of the lantern illuminated the path, exposing images
and objects, making one tremble with horror. He found a
room filled with children's toys, tattered and abandoned, they
reminded of a time when this area was full of laughter and joy.

He continued to explore the place, discovering more and more
clues about what had happened. The main character begins to
realize that the abandoned toy factory "Fun Friends" holds more
secrets than he could have imagined.

The hero's eyes widened in horror as he realized the terrible
reality of Jackson Holven's creations: they were not only
creatures of his ingenuity, but also his desire to control and
dominate.

In the darkness of an abandoned factory, the hero came face to
face with a discovery that will forever change his understanding
of the world of 'Sleepy Failure'. If he decides to continue
his journey, he will no longer be able to return to a simple
life, leaving countless unanswered questions. But they were not
ignored.
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